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The process of creating live network style 

television can be very costly, requires massive 

amounts of expensive equipment and a large 

crew of people to make it work, TriCaster™ 

changes all that. In one small, lightweight, 

portable system (small enough to fit in a 

backpack) you have all the tools, including 

live virtual sets on most models, to create, 

broadcast, web stream and project your show.

™



There is a reason TriCaster is the 

standard in portable live production 

for major players like Fox Sports, MTV, 

VH-1, NBA D-League and the NHL, it is simply 

the most complete, reliable and efficient system 

available for live production and web streaming. 

The small footprint makes it possible to 

broadcast from literally anywhere and TriCaster 

is flexible enough to allow you to deliver live 

productions on your own or with a team. No 

matter where your live broadcast plans take you 

there is a TriCaster in the TriCaster family perfect 

for you.

With TriCaster, the power of portable live 

production is yours starting at $4,995.
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"TriCaster is an exceptionally  
well-designed and constructed portable 

multi-camera production system."  
- TV Technology Magazine 



TriCaster BROADCAST™ with SDI support 

delivers enhanced efficiency and reliability. 

With audio embedded in the video signal you 

can depend on a fast, professional setup. 

Whether you rely on a team or operate on 

your own, TriCaster BROADCAST makes 

it possible for you to deliver your network 

quality program to video, projector and web 

stream with a full range of professional tools 

including six camera inputs, live virtual sets, 

double box effects and much more.

1  LIVE PRODUCTION SCREEN allows one-person control of an entire multi-cam production. Plug in up 
to six cameras, multiple audio sources, and go live with simultaneous feeds to video, projector and web 
stream. Add LiveText™ and TimeWarp™ capabilities to share the duties with a larger team.

2  LIVE VIRTUAL SETS give you the flexibility of expansive, professional sets even though your location 
may have limited space. With live multi-camera scaling, you can even show your talent in a wide shot 
without trucking to the back of the room. 

3  ON-SCREEN MONITORS let you pick shots with confidence. Displaying cameras, video clips and 
computer input. TriCaster BROADCAST can run in six-camera mode with a shared preview monitor, or in 
three-camera ISO mode. TriCaster BROADCAST outputs either 4:3 or 16:9 aspects.

4  PREVIEW AND PROGRAM MONITORS lets you display any titles or dynamic transitions on-screen 
while showing you what source is next. The Preview monitor can also display waveform and vectorscope 
signals to ensure perfect signal quality before going live.

5  ADVANCED VIDEO SWITCHER gives you total control over all six SDI or component inputs. Select a 
live output on Next, and use either the on-screen T-bar or the optional LiveControl™ surface to transition 
easily from one source to another. 

6  VIDEO TRANSITIONS add dynamics and impact to your production. Use any of the 200+ broadcast-
quality transitions: cross-fades, wipes, pushes and 3D transitions.

7  LIVE TITLES gives you the broadcast look with graphics, titles and animated overlays on top of your 
live video. Assign a title or bug to a specific input with NewTek LiveMatte™. Employ LiveText™ for an 
additional operator to control titles during the show.

8  AUDIO MIXING with complete control over microphones, line inputs and clip playback levels, as well 
as adjusting input trim levels for the best possible audio. TriCaster BROADCAST also provides both AES 
and embedded digital audio for pristine audio.

9  PRODUCTION PANEL provides numerous tools to make your live production easier, such as adding 
new titles on the fly, arranging video clips or pictures to auto-play when selected from either VCR, 
selecting external computer graphics, color matching cameras, Auto-calibrating component cameras, 
setting up chroma keys and configuring record and live steaming options.

10  ONE-BUTTON WEB STREAMING allows you to push or pull a live stream directly to the web, with 
simultaneous archive for on-demand viewing. ONE BUTTON RECORDING captures your live production to 
the internal hard drive as a full-resolution video file. TriCaster BROADCAST allows you to simultaneously 
stream while recording up to 20 hours of full-resolution video and on-demand Windows Media clips.
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VIDEO LEVELS LIVE CAMERAS EDIT MEDIA

TriCaster STUDIO™ is a live production workhorse 

delivering the ability to live switch between six cameras 

with real-time chroma keying, live titling, audio mixing, 

live web streaming, virtual sets and more. In TriCaster 

STUDIO you have all the power of a live television truck 

in one simple to use portable system.



TriCaster PRO™ provides a complete portable studio for the 
professional producer with the ability to mix component, 
composite and S-Video camera sources. Produce your show 
with network style virtual sets, balanced audio, an integrated 
character generator, broad file format support, increased 
storage and much more.

Broadcasters, sports teams, corporations, schools, media 
ministries and many others have come to rely on the award-
winning TriCaster PRO™ for portable live production and live 
web streaming.

BACKGROUND CREATOR LIVE TITLES LIVE CAMERAS



TriCaster™ is a portable production system that 

makes it possible for you to simultaneously 

deliver your message to video, projector and 

web stream. At just under 10-pounds and 

the size of a shoe box you can take TriCaster 

anywhere. Hook up three cameras, from 

camcorders to most HD models, and live 

mix your camera sources with video from the 

TriCaster virtual VCR’s using cut and fade 

transitions or any one of the 200+ video effects 

that come with the system. Your production 

can be complete and polished with opening 

titles, closing credits and graphics. 

1  LIVE PRODUCTION SCREEN allows one-person control of an entire multi-
cam production. Plug in your cameras and audio sources, and go live with 
simultaneous feeds to video, projector and web stream.

2  ON-SCREEN MONITORS let you pick shots with confidence, displaying 
each composite or Y/C camera, as well as video and picture players, computer 
input, and background matte generator.

3  LIVE PROGRAM MONITOR lets you keep a constant eye on what is being 
sent to video and Internet, displaying any titles or dynamic transitions on-
screen

4  ADVANCED VIDEO SWITCHER gives you total control over all three video 
inputs. Select a live output on Next, and use either the on-screen T-bar or the 
optional LiveControl™ surface to transition easily from one source to another.

5  VIDEO TRANSITIONS add dynamics and impact to your production. Use 
any of the 200+ broadcast-quality transitions: cross-fades, wipes, pushes and 
even real-time 3D transitions.

6  LIVE TITLES gives you the broadcast look with graphics, titles and logos on 
top of your live video.

7  AUDIO MIXING with complete control over microphones, line inputs and 
clip playback levels

8  PRODUCTION PANEL provides numerous powerful tools for professional 
live production, such as adding new titles on the fly, arranging video clips 
to auto-play when selected, color matching cameras, setting up chromakey 
mattes, and configuring record and live steaming options.

9  ONE-BUTTON WEB STREAMING will send your live stream directly to 
the web, with simultaneous archive for on-demand viewing. ONE BUTTON 
RECORDING captures your live production to the internal hard drive as a full-
resolution video file.
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Until now, virtual set technology has been complicated 
and expensive. LiveSet™ allows you to achieve 
the look of a sophisticated studio setting within 
a very small space without the need for external 
equipment because LiveSet is integrated into every 
TriCaster PRO™, TriCaster STUDIO™ and TriCaster 
BROADCAST™. With lights, a simple camera set-
up, and a green or blue backdrop your on camera 
talent can be placed in any one of the LiveSet virtual 
sets. The proprietary technology in LiveSet makes it 
possible for you to have multiple camera angles and 
to change distance from close-up to midway and to a 
wide shot without having to move your cameras. 

The virtual sets in LiveSet are designed with the 
Emmy® Award-winning LightWave 3D®. To create your 
own photo-realistic 3D virtual set environments there is 
LiveSet Generator™ for LightWave 3D. The free LiveSet 
Generator plug-in with LightWave 3D v9 makes it 
possible to create virtual sets to meet any production 
requirement.
 
To create simple LiveSet environments using your own 
foreground and background artwork or photography 
there is LiveSet Constructor™ freely available to 

registered owners of  
TriCaster PRO,  
TriCaster STUDIO and 
TriCaster BROADCAST.

Network style live virtual sets



oN your owN  
or with a team,  
boost your live 
productioN power

"The TriCaster brings industrial-strength live video 
mixing within the reach of most organizations. "  

- Studio Monthly 



For a physical connection to each input 

during your live presentation, NewTek offers 

LiveControl™ with large, back-lit, easy-to-read 

buttons allowing for easy transition from one 

source to the next without looking down or 

using a keyboard or mouse. 

All camera, picture, video, and network sources 

can be placed on either the Live or Preview row. 

Quickly choose your title, picture, or transition 

using the rotary dials. Use the T-bar to manually 

transition sources. 



Slow motion and instant replay are at your 

fingertips with TimeWarp™ connected to 

your TriCaster system. TimeWarp allows 

you to select, mark and playback clips 

at various slow motion speeds. Expand 

your team with a TimeWarp operator and 

you’ll enjoy the freedom of instant replay 

while you continue to record your program. 

TimeWarp takes your sports and event 

production to a whole new level.



In fast-paced live productions, it often 

helps to share the workload, with one 

person switching sources while another 

creates titles. LiveText™ is remote titling and 

graphics software that runs independently 

on your laptop or other computer 

communicating directly with TriCaster 

during a live production. This allows the 

director to keep an eye on the shot and 

the graphics operator to focus on titles. 

Whether preparing a large number of titles 

in pre-production on a laptop off-site or 

making last-minute changes during the 

show, LiveText makes your production run 

fast and smooth.

"NewTek has set the standard
for what to expect out 

of a mobile production switcher."
- EventDV 



Each LiveSet features a selection of camera 
angles for both one person and two person 
configurations. There are also two areas within 
each set to place your on camera talent. 
Also included are double box effects that 
complement each set design. 

Complete the look of your sports production 
with Sports Graphics Packs; each pack includes 
five graphic designs. These lower thirds, states, 
scoreboards and borders come with 12 individual 
templates for each sports design providing 
you with total flexibility to meet your game day 
production goals.

Increase your production value with the addition 
of five new sports network style virtual sets, 
complete with both single and double presenter 
formats. 



Feature TriCaster™ TriCaster PRO™ TriCaster STUDIO™ TriCaster BROADCAST™

Price $4,995 $7,995 $9,995 $11,995

Weight 10 lbs 10 lbs 16 lbs 16 lbs

Dimensions 11.5 D x 8 H x 7.5” W 11.5 D x 8 H x 7.5” W 15.5 D x 8.5 H x 10.4” W 15.5 D x 8.5 H x 10.4” W

Video Inputs 3 Y/C or composite 3 component, Y/C or composite 6 component, Y/C or composite 6 SDI, component, Y/C or composite 

Video Output Y/C + composite Component + Y/C + composite Component + Y/C + composite SDI + component, Y/C over BNC + 
composite

Virtual Set Support No Yes; virtual sets included Yes; virtual sets included Yes; virtual sets included 

Integrated Character 
Generator

Yes Yes Yes Yes

On-screen ISO Preview 
Monitors

Yes Yes 3-cam ISO previews or 6-cam shared 
preview

3-cam ISO previews or 6-cam shared 
preview

16:9 Video Support Yes Yes Yes Yes

Projector Output Yes; 4:3 and 16:9 aspects Yes; 4:3 and 16:9 aspects Yes; 4:3 and 16:9 aspects Yes; 4:3 and 16:9 aspects

Projector Resolutions XGA, DVI and analog outputs XGA, SXGA, QSXGA and higher; 
DVI and analog outputs

XGA, SXGA, QSXGA and higher; DVI and 
analog outputs

XGA, SXGA, QSXGA and higher; DVI, 
HDMI and analog outputs

Camera Auto-Calibration Yes Yes Yes Yes

iVGA™ Network Import Yes – 1 input Yes – 3 inputs Yes – 3 inputs Yes – 3 inputs

Live Web Streaming Yes; push or pull Windows 
Media support

Yes; push or pull Windows Media 
with VC-1 and Flash streaming 
support

Yes; push or pull Windows Media with 
VC1 and Flash streaming support

Yes; push or pull Windows Media with 
VC-1 and Flash streaming support

16:9 Streaming Yes Yes Yes Yes

Recorder Yes; MPEG-2 or WMV Simultaneous MPEG-2 + WMV 
records

Simultaneous MPEG-2 + WMV records Simultaneous MPEG-2 + WMV records

Recording Capacity 10 hours MPEG-2 10 hours MPEG-2 20 hours MPEG-2 20 hours MPEG-2

DDR Playback 1 DDR, 1 still store 1 DDR, 1 still store 2 DDRs, with alpha channel assignable 
to downstream key

2 DDRs, with alpha channel assignable 
to downstream key

Mic Inputs 2 Phone 2 balanced (XLR or phone) 4 balanced (XLR or phone) 4 balanced (XLR or phone)

Line Inputs 1 RCA stereo 2 XLR/phone1 1 RCA stereo pair 4 XLR/phone1 4 XLR/phone1

Line Outputs 1 RCA stereo pair 2 balanced phone 2 balanced phone; 2 RCA 2 balanced phone; 2 RCA

Preview Out No No No Yes, configurable as FX row output as 
well

Vectorscope No Yes Yes Yes

Waveform Monitor No Yes Yes Yes

Phantom Power No Yes Yes Yes

Non-linear Editor Yes Yes Yes Yes

Upstream Effects No Yes Yes Yes

File Formats AVI, DV, MPEG-2, QuickTime, 
HDV, JPG, PNG, and more ...

AVI, DV, MPEG-2, QuickTime, 
HDV, JPG, PNG, and more ...

AVI, DV, MPEG-2, QuickTime, HDV, JPG, 
PNG, and more ...

AVI, DV, MPEG-2, QuickTime, HDV, JPG, 
PNG, and more ...

Render Outputs AVI, DV, MPEG-2, DVD, 
QuickTime, MP4 (iPod and 
PSP)

AVI, DV, MPEG-2, DVD, 
QuickTime, MP4 (iPod and PSP)

AVI, DV, MPEG-2, DVD, QuickTime, MP4 
(iPod and PSP)

AVI, DV, MPEG-2, DVD, QuickTime, MP4 
(iPod and PSP)

Accessory Options* LiveControl LC-8, TimeWarp,  
LiveText, DataLink

LiveControl LC-11, TimeWarp, 
LiveText, DataLink

LiveControl LC-11, TimeWarp, LiveText,  
DataLink

LiveControl LC-11, TimeWarp, LiveText, 
DataLink

1 Inputs are selectable between line and mic impedance.
* The RS-8 will work with all upgraded models of TriCaster. There is an upgrade offer for RS-8 owners who wish to purchase LiveControl.
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Advanced Media
Technology
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TriCaster, TriCaster PRO, TriCaster STUDIO, TriCaster BROADCAST, LiveSet, LiveMatte, LiveSet Constructor, LiveSet Generator, LiveText, LiveControl, TimeWarp, SpeedEDIT and iVGA are trademarks of NewTek Inc. in the United States and/or other countries. 
LightWave and LightWave 3D are registered trademarks of NewTek Inc in the United States and/or other countries. FireWire and QuickTime are trademarks of Apple, Inc. Copyright © 2008 NewTek Inc. All rights reserved.
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For a compreheNsive overview visit: www.Newtek.com/tricaster


